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Chapter 21 *hidden* 

Empire State High School, Lin Rui’s class. They saw Captain America together, ate Chinese food together 

and went shopping together. Lin Rui and Peter had a closer relationship now. So when Lin Rui said he 

was going to work part-time in The Daily Bugle, Peter expressed concern and surprise. 

“Jackson, are you short of money? We’re only in the first year in high school now. Isn’t it too early to go 

out to work part-time?” Tom asked curiously as he approached Lin Rui. Although he knew that Lin Rui 

had been working in the community service center since childhood, going to the newspaper outside was 

the real job. 

“Its nothing, I just had a sudden desire to do something by myself and save some money, I planned to go 

out for the summer vacation. Besides, I found it interesting to be a journalist.” Lin Rui explained the 

reasons he had long thought about. 

Although Lin Rui is only a freshman in high school, there are many 16-year-old high school students 

working part-time jobs in the United States, but they don’t have any formal jobs. And Lin Rui doesn’t 

need to be a full-time employee of The Daily Bugle. He just needs a journalist’s name. 

“But why are you going to The Daily Bugle?” asked Peter. “New York reporters are not so good, 

especially such tabloids reporters.” Even if Lin Rui wants to work part-time, he should have better 

choices, such as in his family’s Chinese restaurant. 

“Yes, if you want to intern in advance, I can recommend you to my company for an internship, you are 

very smart.” Harry also said, he really thought it was a good choice for Lin Rui to go to his company with 

his intelligence. 

“Ha ha! I heard before that you had introduced Gwen to an internship, so I didn’t want to join in on her 

fun. Besides, I think I would like to be a journalist. “Lin Rui certainly knows that Oscorp is a good choice 

for an internship, but he’s not doing this permanently. He just wants to approach Tony Stark to finish his 

quest. 

“Well, now that you’ve made up your mind, we can only support you. Maybe you can become a famous 

New York journalist.” When Lin Rui said, Tom had to show his support. 

“Hey hey! That’s not true!” Lin Rui blinked and answered with a smile. If he would take some indecent 

photos of Tony then he would have a very angry and very rich person after him. 

In this way, Lin Rui’s part-time job in The Daily Bugle was all settled with his friends. As for Lin Rui’s 

parents, they always supported their son. After Lin Rui and his friends had finished talking about it, 

Peter, who had returned to his seat, thought a lot. Jackson’s family is already wealthy and he is still 

doing a part-time job. Do I really want to rely on Uncle Ben and Aunt May all the time? Peter could not 

help thinking so. 

Looking back at Lin Rui, who was listening to the teacher carefully, Peter felt that he also need to look 

for a part-time job. Because he liked photography, Peter had saved a lot of money for a long time to buy 

himself a camera and it seemed good to take part-time photographs in newspapers. But Lin Rui has 

chosen a newspaper reporter, and Peter instinctively ruled that out. 



I just heard Jackson say that Gwen went to the Harry company for an internship, maybe I can also do 

that? However, it seems that it will be troublesome for Harry. If I can’t find a suitable part-time job in 

some time then I will ask Harry and he wouldn’t mind then. Simple-minded Peter didn’t wonder why he 

didn’t know Gwen had interned with Harry and Lin Rui knew and he just thought it will be good to work 

with Gwen. Maybe he can take this opportunity to deepen his relationship with Gwen. The thoughts in 

Peter’s adolescent head flew in another direction in an instant. 

Lin Rui, sitting in his seat, seems to be listening carefully to the class, but in fact, he is completely 

immersed in his own world. He’s thinking about how to become a part-time employee in The Daily 

Bugle, which may not be difficult. As long as he doesn’t ask for too high salary, he believes that the 

stingy boss will be happy to accept it. As for how to approach a big man like Tony Stark as an intern 

journalist, he needs a good plan. 

“System, do you have any good suggestions?” He already has a general plan, and he needs some help in 

the details. 

“I have to say that your plan looks perfect, at least as a journalist it’s easier to get close to Tony Stark 

than as an ordinary person. But how can you interview Tony? Or would Tony be willing to be 

interviewed by you? This is not something you can accomplish with your camera behind you. How can 

you get Iron Man’s friendship if you can’t communicate? The system first affirmed Lin Rui’s plan and 

then raised some questions. 

“Tony is a guy who doesn’t mind being loved by a spotlight. It Shouldn’t be difficult to interview him, 

should it?” 

“The premise to that is that the reporter who interviewed him is a beautiful woman. You think that a 

playboy like Tony Stark is willing to let an intern reporter who is a high school student interview him. 

Unless you are a beautiful woman, but Tony seems not interested in children, he prefers mature. One 

sentence in the system dispelled Lin Rui’s optimism. 

“If you say that, I can only take photos from far away? That’s not enough!” On hearing the system, Lin 

Rui said with some distress. 

“Yes! Miss Pepper! Tony Stark’s personal assistant. Although Tony is a playboy, Miss Pepper is his true 

love, and he has always loved her in his heart. Maybe I can start from this. Suddenly there was a flash of 

inspiration in his mind. Lin Rui thought of the beautiful secretary beside Iron Man. Of course, Tony later 

made Pepper the CEO of Stark Industries because he was so lazy! 

“Well, this is a solution. If you can make Miss Pepper feel good about you, then you have a great chance 

to interview Tony Stark.” Seeing Lin Rui’s excitement, the system responded faintly. 

“Heh heh! Maybe Miss Pepper likes a handsome young man like me!” Lin Rui, who thinks he has found a 

breakthrough, said with a smile. Maybe I have to do something by myself and meet Tony’s true love 

once in a while. 

System: “...” 

“But what is with the mainline quest released this time? Although getting to know Iron Man will really 

be a boost on my Superhero’s way, it seems to have nothing to do with my own strength improvement 



right now. Tony’s case has been put aside for the time being. Lin Rui has had this question since 

yesterday. Getting to know Iron Man is just an accumulation of personal contacts. If he wants to become 

a Superhero, strength is still fundamental. 

Buzz! 

“Mainline quest release: under the night, the evil forces are expanding, seriously threatening the 

security of New York. As a little-known Vigilante, the host has an obligation to remove these evil forces 

and ensure the safety of New York. The target of quest: Fight against the dark forces in New York and 

consolidate the safe living environment of New York. Quest completion schedule: 1/100.” Just after Lin 

Rui asked that question, the sound of the system in his mind suddenly became empty and then he was 

issued a mainline quest. 

Lin Rui: “...” 

Why do I have such a big mouth! Wasn’t it enough that I already had a quest that requires me to meet 

Tony Stark, why do I have to ask for even more trouble! Lin Rui, who received the quest, couldn’t wait to 

slap himself, but he is now in the space of consciousness, even if he gives himself two slaps he wouldn’t 

be able to feel them. 

“Actually, I just wanted to remind you that mainline quest will not make you feel so relaxed. If you want 

to be a Superhero, constant fighting is the best way to grow up. You know that too. The voice of the 

system changed back to its original form again as he said faintly. 

“Oh! It is also expected. The one percent completion should be my previous attack on Jeston Gang and 

the time I had to deal with the Russian gang with Daredevil.” Now that it’s done, Lin Rui has to accept it 

and look at the 1% Quest Completion and ask the system. 

“Yes, that’s exactly what you did before.” 

“It seems that I have to die with Jeston Gang! Maybe, I really need a helper.” Thinking of this, A figure 

flashed in Lin Rui’s mind, It was a guy who made him cry in the training space. 

“But before that, I need a cool name!” Already on Superhero’s way, Lin Rui really felt that he needed a 

cool and intimidating name. 

System: “...” 

After thinking about it for a while he could not come up with a name that suits him and Lin Rui turned to 

Tom and Peter. These two guys are his fans, maybe they have already named him something. 

“Hey! Tom! Do you remember the new Vigilante?” For insurance, Lin Rui asked the first question. After 

all, Tom hasn’t mentioned that Vigilante these days. 

“Of course! Because of him, the crime rate in Queens has dropped a lot in the nights! I have always 

regarded him as an example! But he only appeared in the evening, and his whereabouts were swift and 

uncertain. Nobody really saw him today.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Tom answered earnestly, saying that 

there were still some minor regrets. 

“Is that right? Does the new Vigilante have a name? Like the nickname of Daredevil in Hell’s Kitchen? Lin 

Rui asked, showing some interest, just to know if there are any good names here. 



“Of course! Mirage Knight! This is the name we gave him! Is it very domineering! He is like a knight that 

delivers justice and disappears like a phantom! I also asked Jess from the next class to help me get a 

Mirage Knight fans website, now there are already more than a thousand members!” Seeing Lin Rui’s 

interest, Tom said happily. 

“Mirage Knight?! fans website?! Tom, you really make me stand out!” Lin Rui had to sigh at what Tom 

was doing. However, the name Mirage Knight is ok. Although it is almost in accordance with his own 

Phantom Suit, at least it sounds okay. 

Okay, what’s the name of the Mirage Knight website? I’m going to add it too!” Lin Rui simply explained 

and pulled out his mobile phone to join his own fans. 

Chapter 22 Mirage Knight 

 “Jackson, when are you going to report on The Daily Bugle?” At the end of the afternoon, Tom followed 

him and asked. 

“I’ve already submitted my e-resume online, and the other party has already responded. I’ll report this 

weekend.” Lin Rui casually answered as now he had to deal with more things than just Tony. 

“Oh.” Hearing Lin Rui’s answer, Tom responded in a low voice with a somewhat depressed look in his 

eyes. 

“Eh? Are you okay? You don’t seem very happy? Feeling Tom’s mood Lin Rui asked curiously. 

“Haha, of course, it’s nothing!” Hearing Lin Rui’s question, Tom looked up and smiled and answered. But 

the gloom in his eyes was hidden. 

“Well, go home. I’m still busy tonight!” 

“What’s up?” 

“Secret!” 

“I promise not to talk to others!” 

“No!” 

“What the hell is it?! Is it about a girl?!” 

“No!” 

In the evening, Lin Rui who was hiding in his room opened a drawer under his desk and took out a book 

from it. 

The thumb scratches across the side of the book and flips over quickly. The next moment it stops. A 

simple business card is clipped to the page where Lin Rui stops. On the white business card, the identity 

of the owner of the card is introduced in simple black letters: Matt Murdoch, partner of Maggie Law 

Firm, 352 Hell Kitchen Fifth Avenue. Matt doesn’t seem to mind exposing his real identity to Lin Rui. He 

seems to be as sure that Lin Rui won’t say it. 



A simple introduction to a simple business card, like Matt, seems to be a simple person. But Lin Rui 

knows that Matt has been trying to train himself since he was a child. Especially after the blindness of 

his eyes stimulated the potential of his body, At this time, Matt has almost exploited his body to its own 

limit and his force value is very high. 

“Matt should be a good helper if we continue to deal with Jeston Gang. I think he should be very willing 

to work with me to eradicate the underworld gangsters in New York. After all, these people are closely 

related to Kingpin. With Matt’s business card in hand, Lin Rui muttered softly. 

“Ok! That’s it! With the Daredevil in the Hell’s Kitchen and the Mirage Knight against the enemy, my 

name will eventually resound throughout New York!” Looking forward to his future, Lin Rui took out his 

mobile phone and began to dial the number on his business card. He wanted to send text messages, but 

it suddenly occurred to him that Matt could not see, so he had to call directly, hoping that the other 

party would remember his partner who had fought together. 

Dudu ~ 

“Hello, this is Matt Murdoch. What can I do for you?” After two beeps, the other end of the phone was 

connected, and a somewhat elegant male voice passed to Lin Rui’s ear through his cell phone. In real 

life, Matt is a good lawyer who helps people fight lawsuits everywhere. There is always someone who 

usually calls him for help. 

“Cough! That... I was the anonymous person who fought with you in Manhattan two days ago. However, 

I have my own name now, you can call me Mirage Knight!” A nervous Lin Rui first mentioned what 

happened two days ago, then hurried out to tell his name. 

“Eh?! It’s you? What happened, It’s only been two days, are you looking for the Jeston Gang again?” 

Matt was surprised to hear Lin Rui’s voice but soon recovered his composer. He did not doubt Lin Rui’s 

identity, after all, only himself and the young man knew that. 

Last time he fought with Lin Rui, Matt knew that Lin Rui might be very young, but now he heard a tender 

voice coming from the phone. Matt felt that he had overestimated Lin Rui’s age. Perhaps the Mirage 

Knight is still a high school kid. (The face of Phantom Suit has the effect of changing the sound) 

“Er... That’s true. There is a saying that with great power comes great responsibility. Since I have this 

ability, I have to do more for this city? Lin Rui blushed and stole Spiderman’s life message from 

Spiderman’s Uncle. 

“With Great power comes great responsibility? Ha-ha, I didn’t think that even when you are so young, 

you had already thought so much. So what do you want to do now? Do we directly rush to Jeston Gang’s 

site and wreak havoc? Lin Rui’s words were repeated, and Matt’s mouth on the other end of the phone 

was slightly tilted, apparently bluffed. 

“... It’s not as exaggerated as you said, but it’s almost the same. Find the trading points for Jeston Gang’s 

underground activities and strike them one by one. However, I don’t have any reliable sources. It would 

be too tiring to try my luck in the remote street factories every night. So...” For his target ally, Lin Rui 

chose to be honest. 



“So you’re calling me to form a team, not only to have more hands but also to get some information.” 

Matt understood the meaning behind Lin Rui words. 

“Well, that’s right! I think you and Wilson Fiske have been fighting for so long that you should have your 

own channels to collect information. Lin Rui honestly admitted his intention. 

“I do know most of New York’s trading places and some hiding places, but many of them are not 

something we can break through. However, if we work together, it should be enough to cause them a 

lot of trouble. Matt gave Lin Rui a positive answer. 

Blindness took Matt’s light away, but it gives him tremendous sensitivity. Every night, as long as he 

listens wholeheartedly, he can sense the crime happening outside, which is why he is blind but knows 

his surroundings better than ordinary people. 

“So you would like to team up with me?” On the other end of the line, Lin Rui asked excitedly. 

“Are you going to do it alone if I don’t want to?” Instead of answering Lin Rui immediately, Matt asked. 

“Well, I always did it alone.” Because of the mainline quest, these things are something that Lin Rui can’t 

escape from. 

“Well, I’ll form a team with you. But if we are both together, the goal will not be just Jeston Gang. My 

hatred with Wilson Fiske has long been irreconcilable. Are you sure you want to dive in these kinds of 

waters? Although Lin Rui has agreed to form a team, Matt asked one more question. 

“Of course! I told you before that my goals are not fixed, all of these evil forces are my targets. Lin Rui 

did not hesitate to say yes after hearing Matt’s words. He was also worried that a Jeston Gang would not 

be enough for completing the mainline quest. 

“That’s good. I’ll help you keep an eye on their movements. Just wait for my news, remember, don’t be 

impulsive.” Now that he has formed a team with the young man, Matt naturally needs to take care of 

him a little. 

“I Know, Daredevil!” 

“Then see you next time, Mirage Knight!” 

“Ha ha! Goodbye! ” At the end of the phone, when he heard Matt calling his name, Lin Rui responded 

happily and finally hung up. 

“With Matt as an ally, this quest should be completed smoothly!” With a Vigilante team, Lin Rui was 

very excited. 

Buzz! 

Just then, a golden light flashed in his mind. 

“Congratulations to Host for Achievement: Front Alliance! Although Superhero embodies personal 

heroism, team strength is always greater than individual strength. The host and Daredevil have 

successfully formed the initial Vigilante team. Completing this achievement Reward: 500 Reward 



Points.” Really, Reward points are raining from the sky lately, Lin Rui just wanted to find a helper and 

actually completed a hidden achievement. 

“Ah! This is ok! It seems that there are a lot of hidden achievements!” Lin Rui was happy to see the 

Reward point that he had been awarded. 

“Systems, do you think I’ve been transshipped recently?” Lin Rui, who was happy, asked in his mind. 

But he didn’t get a response. It seems that the system doesn’t want to talk to him now. 

“Ah! Let’s have a good rest! I will be quite busy from now on! ” The system didn’t respond, so Lin Rui 

was ready to wash and sleep. He now has two mainline quests and once the plan starts, he really 

wouldn’t have much free time. 

And while Lin Rui made plans for his mainline quest, several people were talking in a private room in 

New York Manhattan, an industry in Jeston Gang. 

“Helles, that fellow in Queens has reached over here. Don’t you want to do something about it?” A well-

dressed man in a suit that looks like an elite sits on a leather sofa and asks a rude man sitting in front of 

him. It’s easy to guess that what he just said should be Lin Rui or Mirage Knight. 

“The new guy in Queens is very strong. Not only is he fast, but his power is also great. An average person 

is not his opponent at all. Moreover, he seems to have the ability to block bullets.” Looked at lightly by 

the man in the suit, the burly Helles standing below was somewhat restrained and answered honestly. 

“I don’t want to hear how strong he is. I just want you to find a solution. We can’t let a Vigilante who we 

don’t even know where he came from hit Frankenstein Family. Even if we don’t care, people will gossip. 

The man in the suit sitting on the sofa said faintly and it seemed that he did not put Lin Rui strength in 

his eyes. 

“Yes! I have already contacted Professor Frank, he will provide us with support.” Seemingly frightened, 

Helles answered in a hurry with cold sweat running on his forehead. 

Professor Frank? Are you going to use those guys? This is also a solution. Well, I’m just going to ask you a 

little bit about it. It’s up to you to figure out how to solve it. On hearing Professor Frank’s name, the man 

in the suit was only slightly interested. Then he stood up from the sofa and walked out. 

“Don’t let me down.” When he came to the door, the man in a suit slowed down and said a little. 

“Certainly not! Master Ross!” 

Chapter 23 Matt Is Missing 

Since the alliance with Daredevil that night, Lin Rui has been waiting for his news. But he did not receive 

any reply until Friday. In spite of his anxiety, Lin Rui did not call again to inquire. He believed Daredevil 

would arrange things according to him. 

“Hey! Jackson, do you have any plans for this weekend? At the end of the week, Tom asked Lin Rui as he 

walked on the way out of school. 

“Well, I am going to “The Daily Bugle” this weekend, you know.” Lin Rui replied. 



“Ah, yes! Peter, what about you?” Remembering that Lin Rui had found himself a part-time job, Tom 

turned to Peter on the other side. 

“I’m going to visit Harry’s company. He promised to introduce me to an associate professor of 

bioengineering, hoping that the associate professor would let me be his assistant intern.” Peter later 

turned to Harry for help, though only for introduction, but with Peter’s achievements and efforts, it 

should be all right. 

“Ah!? Are you going to an internship too?” Tom was surprised to hear Peter’s words. Their high school 

life has only begun for half a semester. How come all his friends around him are thinking about 

internship one by one? 

“There are differences between assistant interns and interns, but you can understand that as well.” 

Peter didn’t explain much to Tom either, he answered casually. 

“Harry is also getting involved in his company as the future owner of the Oscorp company. In this way, I 

am the only one who is the most idle now!” Said Tom unexpectedly found himself unwittingly pulled 

aside by everyone, when he was still thinking about playing in high school, Lin Rui and others had found 

their future direction. Think of this, Tom’s mood is unconscious and depressed. 

Lin Rui and Peter didn’t mind Tom who was suddenly silent next to them. They had their own thoughts 

at the moment. Lin Rui was wondering if he would receive Matt’s news tonight and the weekend’s 

report to The Daily Bugle went well. Peter was worried about whether Oscorp’s associate professor 

would accept him as an assistant intern, and if he succeeded, he could meet Gwen at work. 

If Lin Rui and Peter didn’t concentrate too much on their own affairs at this time, they would surely find 

Tom in an unusual mood. Of course, even if they find out, they won’t feel so bad. After all, everyone is 

different. They don’t have to be responsible for other people’s lives. In this way, Lin Rui and others 

return home with thoughts filling their hearts and minds. This weekend will be an inactive holiday. 

After dinner, Lin Rui returns to his room and puts his cell phone on the table. If there is information or a 

call, he will see it the first time. Then he turned on his computer and began searching for information 

about Tony Stark, Frankenstein Family, Jeston Gang, even Wilson Fisk, and Russian gangs. These things 

have been done by Lin Rui for nearly a week, but they have not yielded much result. 

Tony’s news is always a piece of big news because he doesn’t care about what others report about him 

at all. Where he goes to the party every day, chat with which girl for more than five minutes and 

disappear with which star in the evening, these messages can be detailed to every minute and second. 

However, this doesn’t help Lin Rui at all. 

As for the rest, there is not much news. Frankenstein Family is obviously a family of aristocrats with a 

long history and the information on the Internet is also some ordinary introductions. Although these 

accusations against the family can be found in some corners, comprehensive information cannot be 

formed. 

Jeston Gang has some introductions, but it’s just a gangster gang in New York. It doesn’t involve their 

base and some trading sites or content at all. 



Wilson Fiske, or Kingpin, Lin Rui, accidentally failed to find any information about him on the Internet, 

only to say that he was deeply hidden. Russian Ross gangs have very few news. It is impossible to find 

effective information by relying solely on the Internet. After all, there is no such magical group as the 

sunrise masses in the United States. 

After turning over more than a dozen pages, Lin Rui, who still has no harvest, once again looks at the 

mobile phone on the desk, expecting it to ring. 

Buzz buzz ~ 

It seems that Lin Rui’s strong expectation has worked. The mobile phone on the desk suddenly starts to 

vibrate. A phone call is coming! 

Lin Rui has quickly got his cell phone in his hand. He didn’t even glance at the caller’s display. Lin Rui had 

pressed the button to connect in the next second. 

“Hey! Matt? You finally called me!” As soon as the call connected, Lin Rui could not wait to say. He’s 

been waiting for almost a week. If there was no news tonight, he was going to Manhattan to find Matt. 

“...Hello, I am not Matt.” However, after a slight silence on the other end of the phone, there came a 

strange female voice. 

“Er... Wait! Who are you?” Lin Rui, who was sure he had heard it correctly, was stunned. He looked 

down the phone number quickly. It wasn’t Matt’s, so he asked in surprise. 

“My name is Claire, a friend of Matt’s. I also know Matt’s other identity. I need your help. When Lin Rui 

was confused, the woman on the other end of the phone quickly introduced herself and showed that 

she needed help. 

“You know Matt’s identity?! What happened? Claire? ” Lin Rui suddenly got nervous when he heard the 

woman on the phone. A person who knows Matt’s other identity, a person who comes across something 

to help him or her, needless to say, Matt is in some dangerous situation. 

“It’s Matt. I haven’t heard from him for two days! There was nobody in the basement, and there was no 

place where he often went to heal his wounds. I was worried about what had happened to him. Matt 

gave me this number the other day, saying that if anything happened to him, I could call for help. Sure 

enough, Claire on the other end of the phone spoke quickly about what happened to her. 

“Matt’s missing?! Is it because of the Jeston Gang, did he get caught gathering data? Hearing Claire’s 

words, Lin Rui frowned tightly and thought that this was the most likely scenario. 

“Can you help me? I don’t know who else to call!” Claire on the other end of the phone asked anxiously 

when Lin Rui was a little silent. As one of the few people who know Matt’s other identity, Claire is 

worried about Matt. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll help you. I’ll find Matt. No matter what happens to him, I’ll bring him back. All you have 

to do now is calm down, search carefully for the clues before Matt disappears, and let me know 

immediately what you find. Feeling Claire’s worry, Lin Rui quickly agreed. Whether Matt had an accident 

for his own reasons or not, Lin Rui would not let it go. They are now allies. 

“Thank you! Pay attention to your safety! I don’t want you to be missing as well.” 



“You too!” 

After hanging up, Lin Rui was quick to think. Matt disappeared for two days, the day after he 

investigated Jeston Gang. If he had been caught at that time, the situation would have been very bad 

now, provided that he had not been killed directly. 

But Lin Rui certainly thought Matt would not die so simply. He was Vigilante of Marvel World, and the 

protagonist halo would envelop him. But Lin Rui doesn’t know for sure, because Daredevil’s protagonist 

aura may not be as powerful as it is now. After all, according to the original script, Daredevil would not 

provoke Jeston Gang. 

“Systems, do you have any special props that can help me find certain people?” With a little thought in 

mind, Lin Rui turned to the system for help. 

Brush! 

As soon as Lin Rui’s voice fell, a green light came out of the System Shop in his mind. Then the voice of 

the system came out: “Allied Arms, bronze Arms endowed with mysterious magic, have magical powers. 

Value 100 Reward Point. Are you sure about the exchange? 

Hoo! 

The next moment, the green light dissipated, revealing a palm-sized metal item inside. It was a 

rectangular, compact armguard with a point radian. It was a bit like props in the war scenes of the 

Middle Ages in Europe and the United States. 

“Sure!” Lin Rui bought the armband before it was clear about its effect. He’s not very rich now, but he 

won’t be stingy at 100 Reward Points. 

Brush! 

The next moment, the Allied arm that existed in his mind was turned into a dot of fluorescence and 

dissipated. In reality, the fluorescence converges on his right arm, slowly forming a small arm guard. 

“How do I use this? System. ” Looking at the automatic armguard equipped on his body, Lin Rui then 

asked the system. 

“The Allies guard arm is a magic item, it can help you find the Allies in a special way. You just need to let 

it know that Matt is your ally, it will show the position of Matt at this time. The system knows that Lin 

Rui is very anxious now and quickly explains the use of the armguard. 

“How can I let it know that I am allied with Matt?” 

“Simple, you can stick the business card that Matt gave you before. Just an item belonging to the ally 

can bind the identity, very simple.” The system then reminded. 

“Good!” Hearing the system, Lin Rui quickly found Matt’s business card. Fortunately, he didn’t throw it 

away, otherwise, it would be impossible now. 

Hoo! 



Putting the card directly on the arm guard on his right arm, Lin Rui stares nervously at it, waiting for the 

next change. 

Buzz ~ 

Not to Lin Rui’s disappointment, the business card just touched the guard arm, which was still dim, 

emitted a light green light, quickly connected to the card. The situation lasted for a few seconds, then 

the green light retracted and the business card slipped off the armrest. 

“Is that it?” Looking at the silent arm, Lin Rui asked again. 

Hoo! 

Without waiting for the system to answer, there was another movement on the guard arm. The surface 

of the armguard, which was originally metal, appeared with several ripples like running water. Then the 

ripples disappeared and the whole armguard became as smooth as a TV display screen. At this point, 

there are two green dots on the display screen, one of which is very bright green, while the other is very 

weak. 

“The green dots represent your allies. If you feel it, you will know where Matt is now.” The system 

reminded him at the right time. 

“I see!” Following the system’s reminder, Lin Rui soon learned Matt’s position through his arm guard 

and that he was not in a very good situation at the moment. 

Brush! 

In the next second, Lin Rui was equipped with Phantom Suit and rushed out of the window. The rescue 

of Daredevil has officially begun! 

Chapter 24 Rescue 

Whirl! 

Brush! 

Near an empty street, a dark shadow rushed past the wall. The figure hidden in the shadow could only 

be seen by his outlines when it was illuminated by the street lamp. His speed was too fast. 

Lin Rui, who left home quietly, did not take the subway this time. Instead, he ‘borrowed’ a car and 

rushed to the position shown on the Allied arm guard. He got out of the car three blocks from where 

Matt was, in case anyone noticed him. Then he switched to Phantom Suit and headed for Matt quickly 

and covertly. 

Whirl! 

Brush! 

Suddenly the fast-moving figure stopped and before Lin Rui appeared a broad river, the Hudson River 

across New York. In front of Lin Rui, there is a small river port, besides a seemingly ordinary concrete 

factory building, there are some containers pushed together beside the port. 



Feeling the position of Matt on the Allied arm guard, Lin Rui’s eyes slowly focused on the factory in front 

of him. “Matt is right there!” I don’t know how he is now. I hope I can go on my own!” 

After locating Matt, Lin Rui eyes flashed as he rushed out again. This time, however, he paid more 

attention to hiding in shadows, which had already brought Phantom Suit’s effect to its limit. 

“Roger, you said you’ve been torturing the blind man for almost two days, but he said nothing. Does he 

even know anything?” 

“I wasn’t going to keep him, but this guy had a lot of connections with the Russian gangs and he is a 

wanted man by them. Whether he is given there or killed here, it won’t really make any difference, but 

Boss doesn’t know where this guy is related to the one we’ve been fighting against. That’s why we have 

been keeping him here in hopes that he will be able to get our guy here.” 

Just as Lin Rui was heading for the port, two tattoo men were chatting in front of a container in the 

concrete factory building. There was a simple room opposite the container and there were about thirty 

people in the whole factory building. From what they said, he can see that Matt was really caught by 

Jeston Gang, but he doesn’t know how they caught Matt with their strength. 

“But it’s been two days. Will that guy come? Maybe he didn’t even know that the blind man was caught 

by us, or that he didn’t dare to come over, or maybe he couldn’t find it here.” The man who asked the 

question raised his doubts again. 

“Oh, this blind man was not caught by us! If it hadn’t been for those two, we would never have caught 

this guy. And if that guy really doesn’t come, he’ll have to be killed. What’s the use of a useless bait? 

Roger is still shocked by the fight he fought two days ago. It was not a normal fight. 

“Where did the two people come from? I was not there in the fight two days ago. What the hell 

happened!” 

“Ah! I don’t know where they came from, but they came here on our bosses orders. But I can tell you 

that they are not normal human beings. Including the blind who have been imprisoned here for two 

days!” Looking back a little bit on the fight two days ago, Roger reminded his companions a little and at 

the end, he gave a sign towards the container behind him with his eyes. 

“Not a normal human?! Isn’t that too exaggerated?!” Hearing Roger’s words, his companion was 

obviously not convinced. 

“Hum! So what do you think we’re doing here? Do you think that so many people are needed to deal 

with ordinary guys? And if that Queens guy comes over, it’s not us who is going to deal with him, it’s...” 

Roger looked at the small room opposite to them when he said the last sentence. He didn’t know who 

was in it. 

“In that room is the person who caught the blind man!” 

“Well, it was Boss who paid a lot of money to them to come here and deal with that guy from Queens. If 

he really dares to come, they will make sure that he wouldn’t return! ” Roger vowed that no one would 

doubt the strength of the inhuman people after they had seen their abilities. 

Hey! 



Bang! Bang! Bang! 

While Roger was talking to his gang colleague who had just changed shifts, a few special sounds came 

out of the huge workshop, like something moving at a high speed. Then, a series of loud noises burst out 

over the factory building and the smoke and a pungent smell came down in an instant. 

“It’s him! He did come! Avoid it! Roger, who had just talked big about the two powerful people in the 

room, had run towards the edge of the factory building with his head in his arms the next moment. 

Before he ran away, he had not forgotten to remind the new people beside him. However, the 

newcomer had disappeared before he reminded him, and he seemed to have noticed the unusual 

movement above the factory from the very beginning. 

“Don’t panic! Wear the infrared night vision device!” 

“Groups close to each other! Don’t shoot at will!” 

At the next moment when the accident suddenly broke out in the factory building, a powerful voice 

came from some panicked people, arranging the enemy affairs in an orderly manner. Jeston Gang has 

suffered a lot from Lin Rui’s attack, and apparently knows a lot about his usual methods. Although he 

was fast and powerful, once there was no smoke for hiding, he would be nothing in front of heavy fire. 

Hoo! 

Just as everyone in the Jeston Gang below took out their guns as insurance and quickly gathered 

together, a figure covered in a black overcoat burst from the smoke fell straight to the ground. And this 

person’s destination is also very clever, he just fell in the middle of a group of four people as they were 

backing towards each other’s back and hadn’t yet finished their circle. 

“Over there!” 

Without being reminded, such a large movement had already attracted the attention of the four 

retreaters, and just as they turned around quickly, a cold blade light had already passed behind them. 

Pump! 

Four consecutive unsearchable sharp edges crossed the sound of the flesh. The next moment, the four 

people who turned around had no movement. 

Rub! 

While the movement of four people around him stopped, the figure in the middle has instantly rushed 

out of the encirclement circle, towards the factory’s more open space. 

Pop Pop Pop! ~ 

After the figure rushed out, the four people who stayed in the same place burst open at various places 

and blood rushed out at the same time and then they fell on the ground one by one, dead. Killing four 

people in one second. That’s Lin Rui’s strength now. Although the sneak attack and weapons played a 

big role but he does have such strength now. 

“Ah! Look out! He’s over there!!! 



“This way! This way! 

Four people were killed at once and the leader who had given the order before screamed in a panic. 

Whirl ~ 

At that moment, the smoke falling from above finally fell shrouding Lin Rui who has just rushed out 

again. It’s a good game for Lin Rui to hide again after a hit. However, although the current smoke can 

help him cause some trouble to Jeston Gang’s guys, it is no longer fatal, because they are already ready, 

everyone wears infrared night vision, especially restraining his smoke concealment ability. 

“Er!” 

Another blade flashed through the smoke, accompanied by a scream that stopped halfway. 

Bang! 

Bang bang! 

The smoke shrouded Lin Rui’s appearance and his momentum and finally, someone could not help 

shooting in the smoke. Although they knew that the chance of hitting the ghost figure was very small, 

they could not let him kill them all without putting up a fight. 

Rub! Rub! Rub! 

Under the feet of the wind, Lin Rui shuttled quickly in the crowd and bullet rain. His right hand holding a 

long blade full of melted flame lines, each slash will kill an enemy. 

“System, this blade is good! It’s a Hundred Refined Divine Weapon, the 200 Reward Points weren’t 

wasted! ” While killing his opponents in the factory, Lin Rui can also take time to speak to the system in 

his mind. 

In fact, after confirming that Matt was in the factory, Lin Rui knew that there must be a lot of Jeston 

Gang guys guarding it. It would be impossible to rush through the gate. However, the roof of such a 

large factory building is relatively shabby, and Lin Rui can easily open a gap in the roof. In this way, he 

threw a smoke bomb from above and rushed down the smoke to hit Jeston Gang by surprise. 

This time, Lin Rui no longer held anything back and directly bought a Hundred Refined Divine Weapon 

worth 200 Reward points from the System Shop. And because he practices “Soaring Dragon Art” every 

day, his strength is much higher than it was at first. If Jeston Gang keeps comparing him to his previous 

strength, then they are making a big mistake. 

“You better settle down or you won’t be able to save Matt so easily today.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, the 

system reminds him faintly. 

“Is that right? Then I’ll show you! ” It’s clear that Jeston Gang’s are not his opponents, Lin Rui said. 

Puff! 

With a sense of responsibility to rescue Matt and a willingness to win the system, Lin Rui is more sharp 

and quick. Jeston Gang’s guard in the factory has fallen nearly half, but so far Lin Rui’s side has not been 



touched. Although they did see Lin Rui with night vision, they didn’t shoot him so quickly. They can only 

watch as Lin Rui shuttle in the crowd and killed their teammate one after another. 

“What’s the difficulty? It’s easy for me to save Matt. I’m afraid the system doesn’t know how good I am 

now. Although the effect of the smoke bomb is almost over, Lin Rui’s opponents are almost all defeated. 

Today’s rescue plan seems easier than expected. Lin Rui thought in silence. 

Buzz! ~ 

And just as Lin Rui swings his blade forward again, a sound of a sharp blade breaking into the air comes 

to his ear. At the same time, Insight Technique, which he has been keeping at a high level, suddenly 

issued a dangerous warning! 

At the critical moment, Lin Rui’s long blade in his hand forcibly stopped the momentum of splitting out 

and circled an arc to block his right side. 

Ding! Ding! Ding Ding! 

Chapter 25 

Ding Ding Ding Ding Ding! 

A dense metal clash was heard on Lin Rui’s long blade. Then he was pushed back several steps by a 

strong push from the blade. 

Hoo! 

In retreat, Lin Rui’s eyes stared slightly, his hands grasped the blade and quickly dismantled the force, 

then he stopped on the ground again. Then, with the fading smoke, he looked in the direction from 

which he was attacked. At this time, he has not had his initial relaxation, from the attack just now, he 

guessed that maybe it was as difficult as the system said. 

Whirl! 

The smoke that had shrouded the entire factory building had finally dissipated. For the first time, Lin Rui 

showed up in front of everyone in Jeston Gang, wearing a mask, of course. At this time, more than a 

dozen Jeston Gang members fell to the ground in the huge factory building. The blood almost covered 

the ground, so Lin Rui was the real killer this time. 

“Over there!” 

As soon as Lin Rui appeared in front of everyone, he was surrounded the next moment. However, Jeston 

Gang members did not shoot this time. Everyone around Lin Rui was at least three meters away and the 

guns in their hands were shaking unconsciously. The dozen or so companions lying on the ground fully 

showed how powerful the man was in front of them and they heard that bullets were ineffective against 

him. Jeston Gang’s members are just supporting actors today. They don’t want to taste the power of the 

long blade in Lin Rui’s hands. 

At the same time, he did not put a dozen people around himself in his eyes. Lin Rui repositioned his 

blade and stood in one direction. In that direction, two guys, one tall and one short, who are obviously 

different from Jeston Gang, look at Lin Rui expressionlessly. 



“Is he a ninja? Was it The Hand or some other organization that hired him?” When Lin Rui was 

surrounded, Stane, who was hiding behind the Jeston Gang members, looked at Lin Rui’s dress and 

muttered to himself. 

No wonder he regards Lin Rui as a ninja, covered in black clothes (because dark gray looks almost black 

in the light), plus the mask that blocks most of his face. The main thing is the long blade in Lin Rui’s 

hand. It’s true that the blade used by Ninja is somewhat similar. Moreover, he attacked in smoke and he 

goes around in the shadows with great speed, which is just some of the characteristics of a Ninja. 

“But why did he came to them for trouble?! Not to mention he is a Vigilante!” Stane shook his head 

again, feeling that his guess was somewhat unreliable. Next, he was not bothered and focused on the 

development of the situation in the arena. There, Lin Rui seems to have been confronted by the two 

ruthless people their boss invited. 

Da Da ~ 

Da Da ~ 

On the court, the two expressionless guys who had stood outside the encirclement circle had crossed 

the crowd to Lin Rui and finally stopped two meters before him. And as they approached, Lin Rui kept 

staring at them, because he felt a greater threat from them then a dozen powerful guns pointed at him. 

“What’s the origin of these two guys?! What was it that attacked me just now? Was it a hidden 

weapon?” Hidden under the mask, Lin Rui was already guessing the origin of the two people opposite to 

him. He was also curious about the weapons that had just attacked him. They were obviously weapons 

like darts, but Lin Rui couldn’t be distracted to look for them now. 

“You are the target we came over for this time?” When Lin Rui looked at the two men in front of him, 

the strong bear like guy in front of him asked in a muffled voice. 

“Target? Are you really targeting me? Although the bear man just said such a simple sentence, Lin Rui 

has roughly guessed what it is. 

Lin Rui himself had been on a collision course with Jeston Gang. It was normal for them to find someone 

to deal with him, but Matt just happened to run into them first. But it’s also for his own reasons that 

Matt was captured, or Matt wouldn’t provoke the Jeston Gang. 

“Did you catch my friend?” Lin Rui, who had probably figured out what it was, looked coldly and asked 

the two people in front of him. 

“You mean the blind man? His strength is really good, but that’s it. Now he lies half dead in that 

container. If you have the ability, you can rescue him. Hearing Lin Rui’s cold words, the short man 

showed a sickening smile and pointed to the container behind him. 

“If that’s what you want!” 

Bang! 

No more nonsense. He had to make sure that Matt was alright. They have also seen Matt’s true face so 

he needs to kill them all to protect him, He will kill them both no matter what their origin is. 



As soon as Lin Rui’s voice fell, his figure turned into a blurred shadow as he rushed towards the two men 

in front of him. His blade glowed from his internal powers as he used it. 

“Roar!!” Although Lin Rui’s speed is very fast, the two men in front of him are obviously not ordinary 

people. The strong bear like man just roared and rushed towards Lin Rui to attack him ignoring his 

blade! 

“Snort! Since you are looking for death, then you are quite welcome here!” Lin Rui, who was rushing 

forward, did not expect that the other party would rush towards him, He swung his blade at the waist of 

the strong man. (By contrast with Lin Rui’s height, he can only attack there.) 

Whistling! 

After practicing Soaring Dragon Art for more than a month, the internal energy accumulated in the body 

has been fully mobilized. With Hundred Refined Divine Weapon, Flowing Flame Blade in hand, Lin Rui 

can easily cut a strong man in front of him into two parts with all his efforts. 

Puff! 

In this way, Lin Rui’s blade has split on the robust man instantly and made an unavoidable positive 

impact. The Robust man’s clothes were instantly broken by the blade aura. After a muffled sound, the 

blade had cut through his skin and cut into his big body. 

“Dead!” ~~ Ah ~!?’ Seeing that his opponent was directly hit by him without any evasion, Lin Rui thought 

he had killed at least one of them, but in the next moment, he found something wrong. 

Squeak! Squeak 

The sharp Flowing Flame Blade did cut into the robust man’s body, but it did not go any deeper than ten 

centimeters, which was not fatal to the robust man’s size. Lin Rui, who holds the handle of the knife, 

feels very real resistance. His knife did not cut the robust man’s body and it also stuck, Lin Rui felt that 

he had not cut a human body but the body of a thousand-year-old tree! 

“What the hell!?” No blood was seen from the wound cut by Lin Rui, who couldn’t help but stare at it. 

“Ah! Ah!!” The strong man who was stuck by Lin Rui weapon didn’t bleed, but he was obviously injured. 

He slammed his hands towards Lin Rui’s head. With his physique, if it connects, Lin Rui will have to use a 

protective symbol to keep himself alive. 

Whirl! 

At this critical moment, Lin Rui can no longer think about what’s going on. A surge of strength poured all 

over the stuck blade in front of him. 

Buzz! ~ 

Instantly, the stuck Flowing Flame Blade emitted a faint fire-red light, which broke the hard muscles 

joined together by the hinges of the blade body. This time, the wound finally bled with the destructive 

power of the internal energy. 



“Ohh!!” Unexpectedly, he was injured by the man in front of him. The robust man gave a cry of pain, but 

he did not slow down the movements on his hands. 

But at the next moment, Lin Rui had quickly withdrawn his blade and avoided the attack of the robust 

man. 

Rub! Rub! Rub! 

Bang! Bang bang! 

Lin Rui, who escaped the attack of the robust man, retreated to the empty space of the factory building 

and once again escaped the Jeston Gang crowd who fired their guns. Although they brought in strong 

foreign aid, it would be best if they could kill this fellow themselves. 

However, Lin Rui obviously won’t give them another chance. In the process of rapid movement, Lin Rui 

has thrown a lot of smoke bombs around again. Anyway, they are not worth the money they cost 

anymore. They are not very good to block the enemy’s sight. But It’s better than those bullets hitting 

him and consuming protective symbols. After seeing the thickness of the strong man’s skin, Lin Rui also 

knows that it’s not going to work out tonight. 

Puff! 

Puff puff! 

“Retreat! Quickly Retreat!” Stane, who had been hiding behind, shouted nervously after seeing Lin Rui 

using his old skill. He didn’t want his men to suffer anymore. Let those two non-human beings deal with 

this guy. 

Da Da! Da da da! 

At the command, the fight-free Jeston Gang rushed off and quickly retreated to the edge of the factory 

building to avoid the smoke. Looking at them, they shouldn’t be doing any shooting later. 

“Sure enough the smoke bombs were enough to frighten them! But how can I defeat these two strange 

people?! Several smoke bombs scared away the little soldier who wanted to fish in muddy water. Lin 

Rui’s headache now was the two weird guys standing opposite to him. 

Outside the smoke, the wound between the waist and abdomen of the robust man was still bleeding, 

and Lin Rui’s internal energy transmitted by the blade was constantly causing damage to his wound. 

“Ah ah!” ~ How dare you hurt me?’ Feeling that there was no improvement in his waist wound, the 

robust man stared at the smoke ahead and roared. 

However, because of the smoke, he could not see the location of Lin Rui. And now he won’t rush 

towards Lin Rui recklessly. His proud defense has been broken, which means that he is no longer 

invincible. 

“Worm! Push him out!” 

“I Know!” With a faint voice, the short man who had been standing behind the strong man finally came 

out. 



He twisted his neck and looked straight into the smoke. The next moment, his eyes had a strange 

change, his entire eye quickly covered with a dark green color and his pupil is instantly reduced to a 

small point size. 

“Heh heh! Found him!” Two seconds later, the short man’s rapidly rotating eyes stopped and then he 

raised his hands. 

Ka Ka~ 

The sound of a bone piercing the skin came out in this space and it sounded extraordinarily creepy. The 

little man had a sharp bone spur coming out of his hands ten fingers. It looked frightening. 

“This is!?...” Of course, Lin Rui, hiding in the smoke, saw the change in the little man’s hands. His 

expression was frightened again, but it seemed that he remembered something. 

Before Lin Rui could figure it out, the ten bone spurs on the little man’s hand had burst out of his hand, 

pointing directly at where he was hiding as if the little man could see him in the smoke! 

Puff puff! 

Ding Ding! ~ 

Some of them were avoided and the rest were blocked with his blade, but Lin Rui’s face was even more 

ugly. 

“Mutants!” 

Chapter 25 Mutants 

Mutants!” 

In the fog, Lin Rui, who escaped the bone spur attack said the words that represented a particular 

human group and he already knew what he had been attacked with before. It’s no use for Lin Rui to hide 

again as he has been already found. He slowly stepped out of the fog and reappeared in front of the 

other party. 

“Roar!” 

Boom! Boom! 

After Lin Rui appeared, the little Mutant who could see through the smoke had already had ten bone 

spurs on his hands. As for the robust man who has been waiting for Lin Rui to appear has already 

slammed towards him and his speed has once again increased, he really looked like a humanoid tank. 

As the humanoid tank rushed toward Lin Rui, the small mutants bone spur attacked again and the 

direction he attacked just blocked several directions that Lin Rui could dodge. 

Huh! 

Faced with Mutants whom he had never met before, Lin Rui looked calm and felt the internal energy of 

practicing Soaring Dragon Art. He grabbed Flowing Flame Blade and rushed out again against the bone 

spur coming from ahead. 



Dang Dang! 

The Flowing Flame Blade keeps cutting out the bone spurs and the speed of Lin Rui attack is not slow. 

Bang! 

“Die!” The humanoid tank mutant, who had almost exploded with his maximum strength and speed, 

was about to hit Lin Rui, he was confident that the little fellow in front of him would be crushed directly 

under his violent impact. 

Puff! 

However, the blade in Lin Rui’s hand once again circled around him to ward off the bony spur attack and 

then he jumped into the air to escape the deadly impact of the humanoid tank. This is the advantage of 

flexibility, but also the disadvantage of large volume and high speed: The mutant is not flexible enough. 

Bang! 

Lin Rui was flying in the direction directly above the humanoid tank and kicked on his broad shoulder as 

he flew over the tank’s tall body. Although he did not do any harm to the big man below him, this was 

not his plan to begin with as he directly rushed towards the small man behind him at a faster speed. 

Although the humanoid tank has exploded at his maximum speed, there is no way that he is as flexible 

as Lin Rui. And Lin Rui did not intend to waste time on this humanoid tank. The little man behind him 

had a very low defense, so it would be better for him to defeat him first. At that time, even if the 

humanoid tank mutant still wants to entanglement with him, he will be able to relax, which is Lin Rui’s 

short-term strategy. 

The humanoid tank stepped out of several holes on the ground and stopped quickly, but it was too late 

for him to come back and rescue the man named Worm. However, Lin Rui did not see the expression of 

the tank behind him. Although he tried hard to return, there was not a worried expression on his face. 

Dang Dang! 

Lin Rui, who rushed forward rapidly from mid-air, once again wielded his blade to block the bone spurs 

coming from ahead, which, although powerful, were still within the reach of Lin Rui. 

Lin Rui, who had flown up to Worm, switched his blade in an instant and used his internal energy to 

wrap a special fire-red light around the blade that had previously broken through the tank’s defense. In 

order to be safe, Lin Rui directly exerted all his efforts. Since the other party was a Mutant that he did 

not know, there was no need to hold back at all. 

Whirl! 

Chi Chi! 

The shadows of the blade moved with a gust of air and even the surrounding air was scorched and 

hiccupped. Faced with Lin Rui’s blade, which was enough to cut the humanoid tank, Worm’s eyes turned 

quickly again and the green light emitted by his eyes were even eerier. 

Bang! 



Boom! 

The next second, when Lin Rui thought he was going to hit, the blade light whistling down broke into 

nothing. The blade light was accumulated by most of his internal energy and it rushed out of the blade 

body and splintered into the concrete floor, directly splitting the hard ground out of a large pit and 

created a small explosion. 

“What?!” His own full attack was actually avoided. Lin Rui was a little stunned even if he calmed down 

now. However, just at the moment when he was slightly stunned, a shadow had already rushed to him 

and an attack followed! 

Puff puff! 

A series of consecutive assassination attacks broke out in Lin Rui’s body. He doesn’t know when but 

Worm’s bone spur pierced Lin Rui body and every part of his body turned into a weapon. 

“Oh! Um!!” Lin Rui couldn’t help but scream at the close-range attack. In the next moment, he quickly 

lifted the long blade toward the top of his head just in time to block Worm’s next attack. 

Whirl! 

Bang! 

A blasting noise was heard in the open factory building, and then a slightly confused figure came back 

from the center of the explosion. It’s Lin Rui! At close range, he was repulsed by a seemingly weak 

Worm. Although there are unexpected reasons, it is enough to show the strength of Worm. 

Teng! 

The retreating Lin Rui stepped out several shallow footprints on the ground and finally stabilized 

himself. Then he stood still and didn’t know if he was hurt and he retreated in a direction just far from 

the position of the humanoid tank. 

Damn it! The protective charm was blown up directly! How is this guy faster than me!?” Lin Rui’s face 

was hard to read as he stood on the ground. Although he was not injured, a protective charm on his 

body is already completely scrapped, It got used up in protecting him from the last attack. 

Although Lin Rui seems to have fallen into a total disadvantage in the previous encounter, he was not 

injured because of Phantom Suit and the protective charm on his body. He was just in a bit of a mess. 

Moreover, Lin Rui already knows how Mutant, nicknamed Worm, avoided his blade. He must have the 

ability to explode rapidly and mutate in addition to bone spurs all over his body. He just doesn’t know 

how long it will last and how fast it will last. 

“Eh? You haven’t fallen yet?! It seems that what they say about you being able to block bullets must be 

true, but I don’t know if it’s your ability or some kind of high-tech? While Lin Rui was thinking about 

countermeasures, Worm looked at him and unexpectedly said something. 

“Hum! You don’t need to worry about it! But when did you Mutants become Jeston Gang’s fighter? With 

a snort, Lin Rui asked straightforwardly. He also meant provocative relationships. He didn’t think the 

two Mutants in front of him were Jeston Gang members. 



“We take the money and do business. No matter who you are, you are doomed to die here.” There are 

no other thoughts in Worm’s head because of Lin Rui’s words and he faintly responded. 

“It depends on whether you have the ability!” It’s no use talking about it. To save Matt he has to defeat 

these two no matter the cost. 

In the next moment, Lin Rui has disappeared with his blade in his hand again. This time, he has no 

intention of playing tricks anymore. He rushes straight towards Worm in front of him. 

“Since you want to die so quickly, then I will fulfill your wishes!” Worm was irritated by Lin Rui’s words 

and he also disappeared from his original space as he rushed towards Lin Rui! 

Bang! Bang bang! 

Worm and Lin Rui fought against each other again just before the humanoid tank was ready to move in 

the rear. The sharp bone spurs and the light of the blade that Lin Rui waved shot out in the central air. 

These two fast guys were wrestling with each other and the humanoid tanks relying on his defense and 

strength could not get in for a while. 

Pump! 

Using his flexibility Worm avoided Lin Rui’s blade and stabbed Lin Rui several times at the key points but 

was still blocked by Lin Rui’s newly converted protective charm. However, if this goes on, Lin Rui’s 

Reward points will be used to exchange protective charms. Although his current Reward point can be 

converted into a number of protective charms, it is impossible for him to keep the charms in place when 

he is uncertain about the limits of the Worm mutation. 

“System! Is there no way to restrain such a situation?! The long blade in his hand has been used for 

defense and Lin Rui shouted in his mind. 

“That depends on whether you want it or not?” Lin Rui’s voice just fell and the calm voice of the system 

came out. 

“Now that it’s all here, why wouldn’t I want it?” There’s no time, hurry up and tell me! “ 

“Since you are not as fast as him, you can only...” At the urging of Lin Rui, the system gives its own 

suggestions. 

“Good! That’s it. Please change it for me! ” Communication in the mind only took a single moment and 

Lin Rui has decided. 

Puff! 

In reality, Lin Rui once again failed to block Worm’s assault and his second protective charm was broken. 

This time, he did not exchange new charm from the System Shop. 

“Get Lost!” At the moment the protective charm was broken, Lin Rui circled Flowing Flame Blade around 

his circumference and pushed Worm out. 

“Well?!” Worm, who was pushed back by Lin Rui, did not attack again but looked doubtful. On the last 

hit, he seemed to feel that the strange defense that had been blocking his attack had disappeared. 



“Hoo Hoo!” Lin Rui drag the Flowing Flame Blade in half kneeling position on the ground and gasping for 

breath. 

“Is this it? If that layer of defense disappears, you’re really going to die here.” Watching Lin Rui’s state 

carefully, Worm made a comment. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

At this moment, the humanoid tank that had been watching the battle not far away finally found the 

opportunity to stride toward the semi-kneeling Lin Rui. 

Hoo! 

Feeling the humanoid tank rushing up from behind him, the exhausted Lin Rui suddenly stood up and 

grasped the Flowing Flame Blade with both hands, a layer of fire-red light reappeared on the blade. For 

the moment, Lin Rui injected all of his remaining internal energy into the Flowing Flame Blade. In the 

next moment, Lin Rui turned quickly and the blade in his hand circled half a circle and flew out instantly. 

The target was the head of the humanoid tank that was rushing towards him from behind. 

“Er! Uh! You! ~... ” The huge humanoid tank could not avoid the coming blade at all. He could only see 

the fire-red light in front of him pierced his forehead in an instant. 

A sudden slowdown of the body in full forward motion followed by a pause. The humanoid tank weakly 

raised his hand and pulled them on his head twice, trying to pull out the blade that had been inserted 

into his head. 

Whirl! 

Boom! 

The huge body swayed twice and finally fell down. At this point, The two mutants hired by the Jeston 

Gang to deal with Lin Rui, He had defeated one of them. 

Chapter 27 Broken And Injured 

Lin Rui, who suddenly stood up and threw the Flowing Flame Blade out did not look at the results but 

quickly turned back to face the front. But he was obviously late. 

Titter! 

The sound of a sharp blade piercing the skin and the muscles came from Lin Rui, Worm’s right hand has 

pierced Lin Rui’s stomach. Needless to say, the bone spur must have penetrated Lin Rui’s body. Worm, 

who had been watching Lin Rui’s condition, gave up Lin Rui’s fight against the humanoid tank and 

rushed back as soon as he turned around and threw the blade. 

“Uh-huh!” Lin Rui, who was attacked by Worm, muttered. It was the first time he had been so badly 

injured. 

“Die!” Worm’s right hand is in Lin Rui’s abdomen. Worm controls the bone spur of his right hand and 

sprays it out, directly piercing a big hole in Lin Rui’s abdomen 



Hoo! 

However, at that moment, the already reacting Lin Rui grabbed Worm’s arm with a cold and cruel look 

under the mask. 

“No! It’s you who is going to die!” With a low cry, Lin Rui grabbed Worm’s right hand. 

Kaka! 

With a snap, Worm’s right arm was broken by Lin Rui. Although there was little internal energy left in his 

body, Lin Rui’s strength was higher than that of Worm. 

Hoo! 

After breaking Worm’s arm and preventing him from shooting bones deep into his body, Lin Rui slapped 

him on the chest. 

“Ah! Ah! Worm screamed as his right arm was broken and bone spurs had begun to appear all over his 

body. 

“Go to hell!” Instead of letting Worm do it again, Lin Rui loosened his arm and put his foot in his chest. 

Whirl! 

Worm, who was just about to burst out with numerous bone spurs was kicked by Lin Rui and Lin Rui also 

stepped back quickly. 

“Ah ah ah! I am going to kill you!” Worm was enraged as his right arm was broken and his chest was 

kicked, He shot more than a dozen bones spurs in midair. 

“Hem! Blast! ” However, the retreating Lin Rui said in a cold and low voice. 

Bip! 

“What?!” Worm, who had just landed on the ground, suddenly heard a strange noise coming from his 

chest. He looked down and saw something on his chest. He didn’t know when but a metal disc the size 

of a beer bottle cap was added on his chest. At that time, it was shining red. 

“No!” 

Bang! 

Boom! 

In the next moment, Worm, who had already figured out what the thing on his chest was, shouted. At 

the same time, a violent explosion occurred in his chest. His figure was directly covered by the fire of the 

explosion and some broken limbs could be seen flying out. 

“Who is the dead one now?!” Lin Rui, who avoided the aftermath of the explosion, muttered and then 

rushed quickly to the position where the humanoid tank fell behind him. 



On the way to the humanoid tank’s fallen position, Lin Rui waved and threw a few smoke bombs around 

him. Although he defeated the two Mutants, there are still a lot of heavily armed Jeston Gang members 

in this factory. Now he no more energy to deal with them. 

Bang bang bang! 

Lin Rui’s figure was again shrouded in smoke and disappeared from the shocked eyes of Jeston Gang not 

far away. 

“What shall we do? Stane?” Watching the black man defeat the mutants, Jeston Gang members, who 

were far away from him, asked Stane in horror. 

“What to do?! Shoot! Shoot!” Stane, who was also frightened by Lin Rui’s strength, roared, if they do 

not stop Lin Rui now, they would be killed one by one if they did not fight back. 

Bang bang bang! 

Da da da! Da da da! 

Stane shouted and fired and every member of the Jeston Gang around him shot in the smoke. Instantly, 

countless bullets were fired into the smoke ahead, almost dispersing the diffuse smoke. 

Da da da! 

Despite the frightened movements of Jeston Gang members around him, Lin Rui in the smoke has taken 

his own Flowing Flame Blade and has come to the front of the container that held Matt. Without any 

hesitation, Lin Rui swung up and hit the container with his blade. 

Sii! 

The blade flashed and the hard container was cut open by Lin Rui. In the next moment, he had flashed 

in. Ten seconds later, Lin Rui jumped out of the container carrying a comatose man. 

Lin Rui, carrying Matt, patted his waist and a rope with a metal hook rushed out of his belt instantly, 

shooting directly over the factory building.! The metal hook was smoothly stuck in the slot in front of Lin 

Rui and in the next moment, Lin Rui quickly caught Matt from the ground and was pulled up. 

“Up! Quickly! Shoot! Shoot!” 

Bang! Bang bang bang! 

Da da da! Da da da! 

Exposed to Jeston Gang’s vision, Lin Rui and Matt instantly attracted countless bullets. Faced with the 

brainless shooting below, Lin Rui took two protective charms directly on himself and Matt, enough to 

persist until they left. 

Puff! Puff puff! 

The bullets hit Lin Rui and Matt, shaking their fast-rising bodies, but they couldn’t really hurt them. As he 

rose to the top of the building, Lin Rui suddenly shook his hand and threw out several small metal balls, 

some of which hit the ground and some of them flew to the walls around him. 



Da! 

After this last step, Lin Rui and Matt finally landed on the roof of the factory building. Without any 

hesitation, Lin Rui carried Matt and left farther away. 

Da da da! 

Da da da! 

Lin Rui and Matt’s figure have disappeared from the top of the building, but the Jeston Gang members 

below are still unconsciously shooting at them, as if they were going to shoot the roof down. 

There was no shadow of the man in black and Stane suddenly had a bad feeling in his heart. During the 

chaotic shooting just now, he seemed to see the fellow throwing something outside. He thought it was 

the same smoke bomb as before, but no smoke exploded. 

“Not good! Run!!” Looking at the little things that had flown down from above, Stane finally saw the 

metal balls that had landed everywhere in the factory building. He remembered the sudden explosion of 

Mutant just now. Stane turned pale in an instant and then rushed towards the exit. He did not forget to 

warn others. 

However, he apparently discovered it too late. Before he had rushed out two steps, there was a violent 

explosion all around the factory. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Kakaka! 

The power of the explosion spread out in the sealed factory, the ground exploded and the walls cracked. 

The location chosen by Lin Rui just blew up the main structure of the factory building and in a shake, the 

whole factory began to collapse. 

Bang! 

Boom! 

“Ah! Save me! “ 

“No! Ah! ~ “ 

In less than a minute, the 500-square-meter factory collapsed in loud noise and all of Jeston Gang’s 

members were buried underneath. 

“Huu! The power of this miniature bomb is really strong. It is no wonder that each of them cost 50 

Reward points!” Lin Rui, who had already carried Matt to hide a hundred meters away, witnessed his 

masterpiece and muttered to himself. 

“Ohh! It hurts!” It was only when he finally decided that everything is resolved that Lin Rui tried to relax, 

but he couldn’t help crying out because of the severe pain that came from him. 

In the battle just now, the system’s advice to Lin Rui was to lure the enemy deep. Let Worm attack with 

his deliberate flaws. When he thought he could kill him with one stroke, Lin Rui instantly retaliated. 



Although he finally succeeded in killing Worm, the bone spurs that have pierced into his body remained 

in his body, causing him constant harm. 

“Ah!~” Endured the pain, Lin Rui closed his eyes and reached towards the wound and then there was a 

more miserable cry in the night. 

Patter! 

Patter! 

With Lin Rui pulling out the bone spurs from his body, the blood that has been blocked in the wound is 

running out.! He quickly pulled out a special treatment spray that was exchanged from the System Shop 

and sprayed it on the wound. 

Silk coolness came from Lin Rui’s stomach and blood from the wound slowly stopped gushing out. After 

stopping the bleeding, Lin Rui managed to treat his wound simply. 

This time it was really dangerous!” Lying on the side of the road, Lin Rui sighed and muttered. 

In this operation, Lin Rui consumed four protective charms. That’s 400 Reward points. And then there 

were the mini bombs that Lin Rui converted, seven of which were already 350 Reward points. As for the 

smoke bombs thrown out without any consideration in battle and the final automatic suspension rope 

also cost a lot of Reward points. With Lin Rui’s Flowing Flame Blade and allied arm guards, the cost of 

Reward points has already exceeded 1,000 points. To save Matt, Lin Rui bled heavily this time. 

Glancing at Matt, who was still in a coma, Lin Rui did not feel much pain. Lin Rui thinks it’s worth 

spending more than a thousand Reward points to save his allies. 

After dealing with himself, Lin Rui also gave Matt a simple physical examination. He found that Matt had 

many wounds all over his body, though not fatal, but shocking enough. It seemed that Matt had a very 

bad time these two days. 

Puff! 

Spraying some special treatment spray on Matt, Lin Rui didn’t plan to rest here again. There was such a 

big explosion at the front of the dock, which would surely attract the police. He would take Matt and 

leave as soon as possible. Simply clearing up the bloodstains on the ground and the bones, Lin Rui took 

out his cell phone and dialed a number. 

“I am Mirage Knight, Matt is here with me but he is injured, where are you now?” 

“Okay, I’ll be right there!” 

Lin Rui hung up after speaking some simple words on the phone. Then Lin Rui pulled out the suspension 

rope that was fixed at his waist and wrapped it around Matt several times, which would make them 

both more comfortable when he left behind. 

In the next moment, Lin Rui once again carried Matt in the darkness and soon disappeared into the 

darkness. 



Shortly after Lin Rui left, harsh sirens and fire trucks came from the pier. New York police dispatched 

more than a dozen police cars and firefighters and ambulances rushed in after they found the wharf 

exploded. However, Lin Rui felt that their arrival did not help much. Under such an explosion, the Jeston 

Gang members inside would not survive. 

Chapter 28 Poison 

New York has a well-known urban dark area, Hell’s Kitchen in Manhattan and it is here that Matt lives. 

Because of historical reasons, most of the poor people live here and gangs of all sizes are also active 

here. The crime rate is very high in this area. 

Despite the expansion of Manhattan’s business center in recent years, Hell’s kitchen has been flooded 

with business leaders and the price of barren land is soaring. But this is not good news for local 

residents, many of whom have to sell their houses at a lower price and move away from the place where 

they have lived for most of their lives because of the coercion and lure of real estate development 

companies. One of the reasons why Matt and Kingpin have not dealt with each other is the forcible 

demolition of Kingpin’s forces. 

Matt, who is a lawyer during the day, provides free legal advice and help to many poor people in Hell 

Kitchen, most of which are about the cases of forced demolition and purchase of land and property. 

Those big business crocodiles just give them some money to get rid of the poor. But for those who were 

born and bred here, this is their root and not a place to be abandoned. The same is true for Matt, who 

grew up here so he will try his best to help them, although he will encounter a series of obstacles. 

Matt has not always worked alone. As a lawyer, he had his good friend, Foggy Nelson, as a partner. At 

night, as Daredevil, Claire, a kind nurse, had been quietly supporting him. Now he has Lin Rui, a powerful 

ally, even though he was badly hurt this time by helping Lin Rui inquire about the Jeston Gang. 

Matt has always lived in a large basement because of his special identity and blindness. In this way, he 

can practice with ease and he can calmly sense what is happening outside. Now, in that basement, a 

beautiful woman is walking around the hall, pinching her cell phone and worrying about it. 

Bang! 

Just when the beautiful woman didn’t know how many circles she had circled around the sofa, a noise 

came from the front basement door. 

“Who is it?!” Claire suddenly picked up a long stick placed next to the sofa and asked nervously. 

Whirl! 

Da Da ~ 

“It’s me, Mirage Knight!” With a heavy footstep, Lin Rui’s voice came from the door. After calling Claire 

for the address, he finally returned Matt back. 

Hoo! 

“Ah! Matt!” Seeing Lin Rui come in with a comatose Matt on his back, Claire throws the stick out of her 

hand and rushes up. 



“How is he?!” She asked as Lin Rui to put the comatose Matt on the sofa. 

“He has been injured in many places, but I have already given him a simple treatment and those injuries 

will not continue to deteriorate. But he needs further careful treatment, I think you should be able to 

help with this. Ignoring Claire’s neglect of him, Lin Rui answered quickly. 

“Eh! There are a lot of first aid medicines here. I’ll get them now! ” As Lin Rui said, Claire had simply 

checked Matt’s condition and stood up and ran to the back of the basement. 

Hoo! 

“Ah!~ It hurts!” After Claire went to take the first-aid item, Lin Rui slowly made it down to the sofa and 

couldn’t help but scream. 

On the road, carrying Matt on his back took a lot of effort. He had exhausted his internal energy in the 

fight at the dock, and his abdomen was punctured by the last blow of Worm. In fact, he was seriously 

injured. Low-Level Treatment Spray can only stop bleeding and promote body Recovery, but the wound 

Recovery is not ideal because of his intense movements. It was just a matter of importance. He couldn’t 

delay with Matt. 

Hoo! 

Opening the Phantom Suit, Lin Rui looks at his abdomen which was still bleeding and it seems that the 

wound has not healed well. What’s more, there’s a little black substance in the blood that’s oozing out 

now. Lin Rui didn’t notice the color change of his blood. His face covered by a mask was pale, which was 

not a normal phenomenon. 

“Huh! It seems that I also need to rest!” Feeling the feeling of exhaustion from all over the body, Lin Rui 

sighed and leaned on the sofa to sleep. 

Da da! 

Da da! 

And just as Lin Rui slowly closed his eyes and leaned toward the sofa, Claire, who had just run behind to 

get the first aid item, had run back. At the sound of footsteps, Lin Rui, who was about to fall asleep 

instantly woke up. He didn’t want Claire to see him when he went to sleep. 

Claire, who was holding the first aid kit, quickly squatted down beside the sofa. As she was taking things 

out of the first aid kit, she suddenly looked towards Lin Rui. 

“You are also hurt!?” Claire exclaimed as she saw the terrible black blood flowing out of Lin Rui’s 

abdomen and then came over and checked on Lin Rui. 

“It’s Nothing~ My injury is nothing, you should treat Matt first...” With a hard wave, Lin Rui wanted to 

show that he was okay. But he did not know that he had no strength to wave now. 

However, when Claire examined Lin Rui’s wound carefully, her expressions changed. Then she reached 

out to uncover Lin Rui’s mask to see his face and pupils. 



Although Lin Rui was in a surprisingly bad situation at the moment, he subconsciously grabbed Claire’s 

hand as she prepared to uncover his face. 

“What are you doing?...” Lin Rui was tired and could hardly hold Claire’s hand. 

“I suspect you are poisoned now, I just want to see your face and eyes to confirm it.” Claire hastily 

explained that she did not want Lin Rui to be misunderstood and cause him to become even more 

poisoned. 

“Poisoning?!” At Claire’s words, Lin Rui’s spirit seemed to be in full swing, and his mind was instantly 

awake. 

Then, after a little sensation of his physical condition, Lin Rui confirmed Claire’s words, he was indeed 

poisoned! Worm’s bone spurs were poisoned and the Low-Level Treatment Spray could only treat 

injuries, but could not detoxify them. 

“System! Am I poisoned?!” Strongly refreshed, Lin Rui shouted quickly in his mind. 

“Well, you did get poisoned.” The answer is the system’s indifferent voice as if Lin Rui’s poisoning was a 

trivial matter. 

“You!” Forget it, does System Shop have an antidote? There’s no time to fight with the system, so Lin 

Rui quickly asked. 

“Of course.” 

“How much? No, don’t tell me, No matter how much it cost, quickly exchange it for me!” I already feel 

that I can’t hold it anymore, Lin Rui said quickly. 

Buzz! 

As soon as Lin Rui’s voice fell, a white light rushed out of the System Shop and finally disappeared into 

Lin Rui’s mind. And Lin Rui also felt that there was something more in his belt, which should be the 

antidote. 

Hoo! 

After communicating with the system, Lin Rui reached hard to his waist and pulled out a small box. 

“This is an antidote ~remember, don’t...” As soon as the antidote was taken out, Lin Rui fainted before 

he had finished speaking. 

Lin Rui lifted his right hand weakly and drooped down. The small box in his hand also fell to the ground 

but was caught by Claire halfway. 

Holding a small box just taken out by Lin Rui, Claire looked at Lin Rui, who had fainted, with an odd face. 

She heard Lin Rui’s last words, but she only heard the first half of Lin Rui’s words. Of course, she didn’t 

know the second half. 

Open that ordinary little box with a small glass bottle filled with a light green liquid. According to Lin Rui, 

this should be the antidote to his poisoning. 



“But what does he mean by the last thing? Don’t do anything? Did he tell me not to use it all? With the 

antidote in hand, Claire was still thinking about the last words Lin Rui said before he fainted. 

This is the first thing that she can think of as a nurse. Maybe this antidote in her hands has a quantity 

requirement. But that’s not the last thing Lin Rui wants to say. He just wanted to tell Claire not to 

uncover his mask. He didn’t know how to use the antidote himself. 

“Forget it! Let’s use half first! If he doesn’t get better then I will use the remaining half!” Noticing Lin 

Rui’s weakening breathing, Claire made a quick decision. 

Then, taking a needle from the first aid kit, Claire skillfully pulled out the small glass bottle and absorbed 

half of the liquid in the syringe. 

“I hope it works!” she quietly prayed. 

Claire had stabbed the needle into Lin Rui’s neck with a slight noise. Next, instead of treating Matt 

immediately, she continued to observe Lin Rui’s condition. 

It seemed that the needle that had just been pricked had worked. Within a minute, Lin Rui’s breathing 

slowly became strong and rhythmic. 

Looks like you’re okay!” Observing the change of Lin Rui, Claire finally calmed down her anxious heart. 

Since Lin Rui is fine, Claire turned to Matt. She didn’t want to uncover the mask of Lin Rui. Although she 

was curious, there are more important things. Claire just checked Matt, delayed by Lin Rui’s “sudden” 

poisoning, and now she’s just starting to give Matt some careful examination. 

“Eh? How is this...” When Matt’s clothes were lifted, Claire was ready to be shocked, but the scene in 

front of her made her cry a little unexpectedly. 

Matt did have a lot of injuries and there were many obvious injuries to bones. From these injuries, she 

can see that Matt must have suffered a lot in these two days. But Matt’s wound was more recovered 

than when Claire gave him a brief look ten minutes ago. 

“It’s amazing!” Although she doesn’t know why Matt’s injuries were healing so quickly, Claire didn’t 

think about it and just sighed and then dressed the wound for him. 

In fact, Matt’s wound recovery so fast because of his own strong physical fitness and Lin Rui’s Low-Level 

Treatment Spray. Although Low-Level Treatment Spray has no effect on poisoning, most of the wounds 

on Matt’s body are flesh wounds, just within its healing range. 

In this way, Lin Rui’s rescue of Daredevil was not perfect, but it was completed. It’s just that he can’t go 

home tonight. He doesn’t know what reason he is going to give his parents when he wakes up. 

Chapter 29 Awakening And Countermeasures 

Dī dī! ~ 

“This way! This way!...” 

“Why hasn’t the professional team arrived yet?!” 



“Be careful! Don’t stand there!” 

When Lin Rui returned to the basement with Matt, the wharf of the factory collapsed by him was 

finished. Police and special rescue teams were rushing to rescue the collapsed factory building quickly. 

Because this factory building is only a simple concrete steel structure, so this collapse is really thorough, 

gravel and steel mix together, rescue operations have not made much progress. 

Kaka! 

Bang! 

While rescuers on the ruins were carefully checking the life signals below, something suddenly came out 

in the corner of the ruins, as if someone was knocking under a stone. 

“Hey! Be quiet! Everybody shut up!!! The Captain of the rescue team, who have been paying attention 

to the situation, heard the tiny voice and quickly shouted. 

Hoo! 

In the next moment, the people still on the ruins have all stopped their movements and even the sound 

of breathing is suppressed. 

Bang ~bang ~bang ~bang~ 

Finally, the rhythmic voice was heard by everyone. 

“This side! Kurt! Come here and save whoever it is making that noise!” Quickly determining the position 

of the movement, the Captain waved a group of rescuers and told them seriously. 

“Sure! Captain!” Kurt took his team to spread out the newly acquired plant structure on the ruins and 

answered with a serious face. 

“All right! Looks like this is just a solid triangle! Get the equipment up! ” After studying the following 

structure, Kurt shouted in the direction of the sound coming from under the ruins. 

Then, the rescue workers around with the equipment had rushed in the next second. 

............ 

“The rope is going down!” 

“Be careful! Slow down! Slow down! Be careful!” 

“Up! Come up!” 

Huh! 

Finally, after more than an hour of careful excavation, the rescue team finally caught the survivor below 

slowly with a rope. 

“Hey! Lucky guy! Are you ok!?” Looking at the guy covered in dust, the rescue Captain asked with a 

smile. 



“Huh~ I’m fine! However, I need to see detective Danny right away!” The rescued man did not feel very 

happy but suddenly began to say such a sentence. 

The lucky guy who wasn’t crushed in the explosion turned out to be the newcomer to the Jeston gang 

who had been asking questions outside the Matt container, but it’s just a fake identity. He has another 

hidden identity. The lucky guy’s real name is Steve Wolf, he is an undercover cop sent to Jeston Gang 

and he has been collecting evidence on Jeston Gang’s unlawful crime. 

While Steve was secretly investigating Jeston Gang, Lin Rui just appeared to be up against Jeston Gang 

and he was just sent to fill in the number of people involved in the operation against Lin Rui. Steve was 

also worried that the newly emerged Vigilante would be caught under Jeston Gang’s elaborate 

arrangement, and he was wondering whether to expose himself to help him. But in the end, he was 

almost buried under the ruins and died! 

“This guy... is too fierce! However, the Jeston Gang has a relationship with the Mutants organization. 

This line is also very important!” Sitting in an ambulance and resting in a blanket, Steve looked at the 

ruins in front of him and thought to himself. 

“Ah! Some of the reports have to be written!” Steve is a big shot at thinking about what happened 

tonight. Jeston Gang, the Mutants group, the blind Vigilante, and the guys who made such a big scene 

tonight. 

Lin Rui did not know that there was an undercover police officer in the ruins of the dock when he had 

bombarded the factory. He was slowly waking up on the sofa in Matt’s basement because the toxins in 

the body had been solved. 

Sha sha~ 

“Ahh ~ My head!” Moving down on the sofa, Lin Rui slowly wakes up and cries out, covering his head. 

Although the poison in Lin Rui has been cleared up, Claire used only half of the antidote because she 

misunderstood the last half of Lin Rui’s sentence, so he is still weak. 

“Eh? I am... In Matt’s basement!” Lin Rui, who was slightly awake, suddenly became alert and quickly 

scanned his surroundings, then determined his position. 

He subconsciously touched his face and the mask was still there. “Claire doesn’t seem to see my face.” 

Lin Rui is a little more relaxed. 

At this point, opposite Lin Rui, Matt was lying there as still as he was when he was rescued last night. But 

looking at the wounds that have been treated and the normal pace of recovery, it should not be a big 

obstacle. Claire fell asleep beside Matt, and it seemed that she was tired last night. 

“System! System!” Lin Rui, who has recovered his energy, remembers what happened before and yells 

at the system loudly in his mind. 

“What?” The sound of the system is still so lazy. 

“What?! Why didn’t you tell me when I was poisoned last night? If it wasn’t for Claire would I be 

poisoned directly?!” Remembering last night, Lin Rui is very angry. 



“First, I have no obligation to tell you these kinds of things. Second, even if you didn’t take the antidote, 

you wouldn’t die. Your physical fitness is enough to withstand this low toxin and you would have only 

taken a few days to recover.” The system indifferent answered. 

Lin Rui: “... You are ruthless! “ 

Huh~ 

Just as Lin Rui was yelling at the system, Matt on the opposite sofa had some movements and he 

seemed to wake up. Lin Rui quickly turned his eyes to Matt. 

“Cough cough!” A cough signals Matt’s formal awakening, but it also awakened Claire, who was sleeping 

beside him. 

“Matt! You woke up!” Claire looked up quickly and shouted in surprise. 

“Well, how did I get back?” Matt, who had just woken up, had apparently not sensed Lin Rui, who was 

opposite him and asked hoarsely. 

“Yes......” 

“Cough! Of course, I saved you.” Just as Claire was ready to answer, Lin Rui could not help but be 

ignored and began to speak for himself. 

“Ah! You woke up too!” Claire turned quickly when she heard a voice coming from behind. 

“Well, if you weren’t just focusing on Matt, I think you’d have seen me long ago.” Lin Rui also joked 

lightly, apparently to see what Claire meant to Matt. 

“This...” 

“Mirage Knight? You saved me?” Just when Claire was embarrassed, Matt finally sensed the presence of 

Lin Rui and asked again. 

“Who else? You were captured for helping me to inquire about the information of Jeston Gang. I 

certainly have the responsibility to save you back.” Lin Rui said seriously. 

“Matt, I called Mirage Knight. Two days after you disappeared, I was worried about you.” Claire said at 

the side. 

“If I knew that there were Mutants with the Jeston Gang, I wouldn’t let you call Mirage Knight when I 

was in trouble.” When he heard Claire, Matt said seriously. In fact, with the strength of Matt, without 

the two Mutants, Jeston Gang can’t take him completely. 

“What? Don’t believe in my strength?” Lin Rui asked a bit uncomfortable when he heard Matt’s words. 

“I believe in your strength, but they were obviously prepared for you. I was worried that you will have 

an accident. I was captured alone. If you fall into it, it would have been bad.” Matt looked in the 

direction of Lin Rui and explained earnestly that when he was tortured by Jeston Gang, he always hoped 

that Lin Rui would not come to rescue him. 



“But you are still beyond my imagination! Didn’t you meet those two Mutants?” Finally, Matt asked 

curiously. In his estimation of Lin Rui’s strength, he would not be the rivals of the two Mutants. 

“I did” It was very hard for me to save you, for which I paid a high price! ” Lin Rui answered with a 

serious face and opened his clothes to look at the wound on his stomach, but the healing was almost 

done. 

“Thank you!” Since Lin Rui said so, Matt did not ask for details anymore, thanking him sincerely. 

“No, I said it at the beginning, it was my responsibility.” He waved his hand and said indifferently. It’s 

good to save people back, and those Reward points that are spent will always be earned back. 

“Right! Although you were caught by Jeston Gang this time, did you know anything before? Although it 

seems inappropriate to ask this now, Lin Rui doesn’t think Matt will mind it. 

“Well, I met those two Mutants on the next day and before that, I had some information, including 

some recent transactions by Jeston Gang and the hiding places of some important people.” Sure 

enough, Matt did find out something useful. 

“Good! Now that they have started targeting us, of course, we have to pay them back! I don’t believe 

they can send two Mutants to the stands every time they trade!” Lin Rui has consumed a lot of Reward 

points this time and he will get revenge for those reward points by beating down the Jeston Gang. 

“That’s what I’m going to do!” Matt suffered a lot of injuries this time and his bad mood was already 

worse than that of Lin Rui. 

“But are you sure no one else has seen your face? The people in that factory have been killed by me. I’m 

afraid your identity is no longer confidential.” Speaking of continuing to crack down on Jeston Gang, Lin 

Rui is now worried about Matt’s identity exposure. Vigilante, whose real identity is exposed is no longer 

safe. 

“Do you think they’ll bother to check my identity when they catch me? I was dead in their eyes. So if 

you’re sure that everyone in that factory is dead, then I’m not exposed.” The corners of his mouth were 

slightly warped, Matt said as if he were laughing at himself. 

“Are you sure?” Lin Rui still feels a little insecure. 

“Do you think there is a difference whether my identity is exposed or not? Why not gamble?” 

“That is also true.” 

“Well, let’s talk about how to deal with Jeston Gang. Now that they have the means to invite Mutants, I 

don’t think it’s that easy to deal with them. Matt didn’t talk too much about his identity, so he turned 

the topic directly to something more important. 

“Well, I think we need a careful plan now.” 

Then, Lin Rui and Matt started a series of discussions on how to deal with Jeston Gang and made some 

feasible plans. Claire listened at the side, prepared coffee and some food for them and sometimes 

offered some opinions. 



Unconsciously, a faint ray of sunshine came into the dark basement, and it was almost dawn. 

“Eh? What time is it?” Seeing the sunshine coming in, Lin Rui suddenly asked. 

“It’s almost six o’clock,” Claire replied after looking at the watch. 

“Ah! What should I do? I have to go home quickly! There is still an interview today!” After hearing it was 

six o’clock, Lin Rui suddenly jumped up from the sofa and shouted. 

Matt: “...” He really forgot that Lin Rui was a high school student. 

Claire: “...” She didn’t know that Vigilante had to interview. 

“Let Claire take you back. you should be home by seven o’clock.” 

“That’s all I can do! Hurry up! Hurry up! “ 

In this way, a few minutes later, Lin Rui was in Claire’s car and headed quickly towards Queens. 

Chapter 30 Interview And Obadiah 

Hoo! 

As the sun slowly rose, an ordinary white car stopped two blocks from Lin Rui’s home. 

“I’m going back first!” The car hadn’t even stopped yet and Lin Rui had already jumped out of the co-

pilot seat, running in the direction of his house and shouting at Claire in the car. 

“Well, then... see...” Looking at Lin Rui’s hurriedly disappearing figure, Claire, who was sitting in the car, 

waved at his back. 

Lin Rui, who was running all the way, quickly got into an alley. When he came out again, he had changed 

back to the ordinary Lin Rui during the day and his Phantom Suit retreated into the wristband. It’s still 

strange to wear clothes that cover the whole body in broad daylight. Lin Rui doesn’t want to attract the 

attention of his neighbors. 

And Lin Rui has already exchanged a set of clean clothes from the System Shop, which is the same as 

what he wore when he went out yesterday and changed them in the alley just now. The dress he wore 

last night had already been dyed red with blood and could not be seen by his parents. Dumping the 

bloodstained clothes, Lin Rui tidied up and hurried home. It’s almost seven o’clock now. If he’s lucky, his 

parents should think he’s sleeping late instead of calling him in his room, so that he may have a chance 

to climb over the wall and enter his room. 

“Hey! Jackson, it’s rare to see you so early!” Just as Lin Rui hurried around his backyard, Uncle Kevin next 

door stood at the door and greeted him. 

“Hello! Uncle Kevin, I am just coming back from jogging! Now I am going back to take a shower, well, I 

have to something urgently!” Greeting Uncle Kevil with awkward words, Lin Rui hurried home. 

“Well, running in the morning is good! You...” Hearing Lin Rui, Kevin still wants to say something, but Lin 

Rui has quickly disappeared from his eyes. 



“Young people nowadays! So impatient!” Looking at Lin Rui’s disappearance, Kevin muttered and then 

swayed out along the street with a big belly. 

“Looks like Mom and Dad haven’t gone to my room yet!” Looking around his room, Lin Rui has used 

Insight Technique to observe his parents in the room. 

They didn’t really look anxious. It seemed that they didn’t know what happened to their precious son, 

who had not returned all night. But while he was watching the house, his mother was already going 

upstairs. It looks like she is going to wake her sleeping son up. 

Then Lin Rui jumped two meters high with instant strength under his feet. 

Hoo! 

Putting his hand directly on the edge of the window, Lin Rui rolled over into the room in the next 

moment. In a hurry, Lin Rui finally returned to his bedroom before his mother knocked at the door. 

Bang Bang Bang ~ 

“Jackson, didn’t you say you were going to the interview for The Daily Bugle today? Are you still sleeping 

in? As soon as Lin Rui landed on the floor, his mother knocked on the door and asked. 

“Ah! Mom! I’m already up!” With a promise, Lin Rui rushed over and opened the door. 

“Eh? Why are you still wearing this dress? Just as the door opened, Lin Rui’s mother looked at his clothes 

and frowned. 

“Eh? What’s wrong with this dress?” Lin Rui’s face suddenly became tense when he heard his mother’s 

words. Did my mother see anything? A dress that has not been changed! Lin Rui’s heart was beating like 

a drum in his chest. 

“Now that you are going to the interview, you’re going to have to wear something formal. What would 

you do in your usual clothes? Don’t you have a suit that your grandfather sent you? Go and change into 

that.” Looking up and down at Lin Rui, his mother said these words seriously. 

I thought... Lin Rui was relieved to hear his mother say so. 

“Why are you still standing here?” 

“Nothing! I’ll change it right away!” Raising his hand and saluting his mother, Lin Rui answered loudly. 

“Come on, breakfast is ready.” Smiling and patting her son on the shoulder, Mary turned downstairs. 

After his mother left, Lin Rui closed the door again. Then he rushed into the bathroom. He really needed 

to clean himself up. 

An hour later, Lin Rui, wearing a small suit, stood at his doorstep, his mom was finishing the collar and 

his father Lin Hai was watching. 

“Well, it’s my son! Such a handsome man, Your interview will be very successful! ” Putting down her 

hands that tidied the collar of Lin Rui’s shirt, Mary proudly said. 



“Mom, is it really good for you to say so much about your son?” Lin Rui asks embarrassingly when she 

praises him so much. 

“What’s wrong with this? Isn’t it a fact? When I was young, your dad was a handsome man, too!! The 

answer came from Lin Hai, Lin Rui’s father standing behind him, who seems to be very proud of his son. 

“That you were, otherwise why would I even marry you?” Hearing Lin Hai’s words, Mary smiled back and 

said to Lin Rui’s father. 

“Ah! My eyes! It’s going blind!” In an exaggerated way, Lin Rui said he was blinded by his parents’love. 

“Well, let’s go now. I am just going to drop you by the Daily Bugle and see how is it. Not doing anything 

much in front of his son, Lin Rui’s father patted him on the shoulder and went out. 

Boom ~ bang ~ bang ~ 

Sitting on the car that Dad drove, Lin Rui waved outside the window. 

“Mom, then I am leaving!” 

“Well, I’ll cook for you when you get back from the successful interview!” 

“Certainly!” 

Hoo! 

More than twenty minutes later, Lin Rui’s father stopped downstairs with him in The Daily Bugle. 

“That’s it? It looks okay, It’s not very far from home. It’s about four or five stops by subway. Observing 

the surroundings of The Daily Bugle, Lin Rui’s father gave his comments. 

“Do you want me to come with you?” Glancing at his handsome son, Lin Rui’s father suddenly asked. 

After all, this is Lin Rui’s first time to find a formal internship, and he worries that he will be nervous. 

“No, Dad. I can manage it. Moreover, I have already passed the online interview, today is just to officially 

reporting. Laughing and refusing his Dad’s offer, Lin Rui was really not nervous at all. 

“Well, when you’re done, go straight home and I’ll go to work first.” Since his son was confident, He 

would not insist on it anymore. He finally told Lin Rui to loosen his seat belt. 

“Eh!” With a promise, Lin Rui got out of the car. 

“Dad, goodbye!” He waved at his dad from the side of the road and strode toward “The Daily Bugle.” 

Ten minutes later, Lin Rui was chatting with the Marrs who was the editor in his office. 

“Are you sure that’s all you need is a week’s salary?” Marrs, the editor of The Daily Bugle, once again 

asked the seemingly immature young man in front of him, who still thought his offer was too low. 

“Well, I originally planned to train myself. So this much salary is enough.” Lin Rui replied earnestly, he 

just wanted to approach Tony by the name of an intern reporter and he was not short of money. 

“Then sign the contract and you’ll be part of our Daily Bugle.” Since the other party has asked, Marrs 

certainly would not give him a raise himself. 



“Eh! Thank you very much! I will certainly work hard to get satisfying photos and news! At last, it was 

settled, and Lin Rui thanked him happily. 

“That’s it. You go outside and find Haley. She’ll help you with some formalities. If you hurry up, you can 

go out with your camera to find materials today. Seeing Lin Rui’s excitement, Marrs waved his hand and 

said. He seems to be just a newcomer who doesn’t understand the news industry, Marrs thought 

silently. 

“All right.” With a promise, Lin Rui went out. Today’s interview went very well, which is directly 

proportional to the reason why his salary was too low. 

Twenty minutes later, Lin Rui came out of the building where The Daily Bugle was located with a file bag 

in his hand. The contract was signed and the internship press card was completed. Lin Rui is now a 

rookie journalist. 

“OK! Questioning Tony should be on the agenda. But where should I find him? Maybe it would be better 

to start with Miss Pepper.” Walking slowly in the street, Lin Rui has begun to think about how to 

complete his mainline quest. 

“But I still lack a camera. Fortunately, I have one at home, otherwise, I have to pay for it. Actually, I 

should be right to raise my salary. After two sentences of self-talk, Lin Rui headed for the nearest 

subway entrance. Today his most important thing is over. Let’s go home and rest first. He was tired all 

night last night. In the meantime, he was poisoned. Although he Recovered, he is still very tired. 

As Lin Rui struggled to figure out how to complete the mainline quest, the top executive of Stark 

Industries-Obadiah Stane sat in a luxurious office in the high-rise of Stark Industries and was telling the 

two men standing in front of him what to do. 

“In the near future, the military will invite Tony to experiment with the latest missile weapons in the 

Middle East battlefield and then my people there will do something about it. But before that, I want to 

cause Tony some trouble in the company. Sitting on an expensive leather sofa, Obadiah Stane said 

lightly. 

“What do you mean?” One of the two people standing in front of Obadiah questioned somewhat 

doubtfully that he did not quite understand what Obadiah meant. Tony himself is not very concerned 

about the company’s business, or he won’t let Obadiah be the top executive. What’s the trouble to do 

here? 

“The competent assistant beside him, Miss Potts, is very capable. Although Tony really doesn’t care, 

Miss Potts is not a simple person. I’m afraid she’ll soon see the problems in the company. Obadiah’s 

reminds them. 

“You mean... to take out Miss Potts...” Hearing Obadiah’s reminder, the person who asked the question 

before did a neck-wiping gesture. 

“You don’t need to do this. Just let her not have the energy to pay attention to things inside the 

company. I believe you can do things to this degree.” Obadiah shook his head as he saw the man’s 

movements. If Pepper really did die, Tony would definitely not go to the Middle East anymore and his 

plan could not be completed. 



“I understand!” Clear what Obadiah meant, the man answered earnestly. 

“Ok then, Do your work.” When things were done, Obadiah waved them away. 

Hoo! 

“Tony, since you don’t care about the company, wouldn’t it be better to just give me the Stark 

Industries?” Looking out of the window, Obadiah whispered. 

 


